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2. The Tool-Machine NC dynamic Modeling in HSM 
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Figure 1. a) Tangential discontinuity. b) Connecting with arcs of circle. 
c) Trajectory modeling by arc of circle (Dugas, 2002). 
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     2.1.2.   Static Look Ahead  
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Ø Calculation model of the acceleration and deceleration distance  
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3. HSM machining simulation   
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Figure 3 a) Tested trajectory (MEHDI, 2000). b) Pocket obtained by Mastercam©.  
c) Tool path simulated with Matlab©. d) Modified tool trajectory.
3.1.2. Real feed rate simulation
































Ø Calculation of the Static Look Ahead type on the trajectory
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Ø Calculation of the Dynamic Look Ahead type on the trajectory
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Figure 5. a) Real feed rate profile simulated with the dynamic look ahead on the trajectory 
ABCDEFG. b) Feed rate profile recorded experimentally (MEHDI, 2000). 
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Figure 6. a) The drawing of a part definition. b) Virtual piece obtained by Mastercam©.
c) A go and back simulated trajectory. 
 
3.2.2. Feed rate profile simulation and validation with the experimental result  
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Ø Feed rate profile  








Figure 7. Feed rate profile simulated and measured on Machine. 
Ø Comparison of the simulation result and the experimental statement  
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